
 

Board of Directors 
 
 

 

MINUTES 

MassDOT BOARD MEETING OF JANUARY 16, 2013 

 

At the call of the Chair, a Meeting of the Board of Directors of the 

Massachusetts Department of Transportation was held at the State 

Transportation Building, 10 Park Plaza, MassDOT Board Room, Suite 3830, 

Boston, MA on Wednesday, January 16, 2013.   

 

There were present:  Messrs. Jenkins, Alvaro, Davey, Bonfiglio, 

Macdonald and Miss Loux, being a quorum of the Board of Directors of the 

Massachusetts Department of Transportation.    

 

Also present were General Manager Scott, Frank DePaola, Administrator 

of the Highway Division, Rachel Kaprielian, Administrator of the RMV Division, 

Christopher Willenborg, Rachael Rollins, MassDOT and MBTA General Counsel, 

Owen Kane, Senior Counsel to the Board, and Paula Fallon, Recording 

Secretary. 

 

The Chairman, Mr. Jenkins, presided.  
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Chairman Jenkins called the Open Meeting to Order and presented the 

order of business.  

  

Chairman Jenkins opened up the meeting for public comment. 

The first speaker was Stephen Kaiser from the Association of Cambridge 

Neighborhoods. He commented on the Casey Overpass and the budget.  

The next speaker is Mary Ann Murray representing herself, from Lynn, 

MA. Ms. Murray commented on the status of the Hyundai Rotem cars and what 

is the status of the contract.  

 

The next two speakers were not present yet so Chairman Jenkins moved 

on to approval of the December 5, 2012 minutes. 

 

On motion duly made and approved, it was  

VOTED: To approve the minutes of December 5, 2012.  

 

Next the Secretary and Administrators gave their reports.  

 The Secretary began his report talking about the release of the The Way 

Forward: A 21st-Century Transportation Plan, an aggressive plan for the long-

term sustainability of our transportation system. He also updated the Board on 

innovation with Highway Division’s District 2 building for the “switching on” 

ceremony for the new solar array. He also announced special recognition for the 
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MassDOT’s GreenDOT Policy and Implementation Plan were highlighted in this 

year’s Leaner and Greener: Sustainability at Work in Transportation report issued 

by AASHTO. The Secretary ended with bringing Board’s attention to item 8 on 

the agenda on our draft Strategic Plan and Operating Goals for the next two 

years. As the Board transitions into a more policy focused governing body, he 

wants to discuss today with the Board this draft and solicit their thoughts, 

feedback and ideas on our next two years.  (Full Report attached)  

 Next Frank DePaola updated the Board on the loose panel that fell in the 

Callahan tunnel over the holiday weekend. He reported that they closed down 

the tunnel to check all panels. They decided to take off all panels because there 

was already a plan to rehab the tunnel within the year. He also noted that they 

checked the Sumner Tunnel and replaced any of the loose panels. They have 

decided to rehab the Sumner tunnel after they finish the Callahan tunnel. Mr. 

DePaola ended his report with year-end statistics.   

 Next Rachel Kaprielian gave her report. She updated the Board on the 

dashboard with wait times. She noted that wait times in the branches were about 

18 minutes and the call center was about 21minutes. The online transactions are 

down due to license renewal. She noted that we are doing more business online 

this year as we did the same time last year. Next she gave her update on the 

ALARS project. She noted that they are working with Deloitte on contract 

negotiations and hope to have more news at the next Board meeting. 

 Chris Willenborg sent in his report because he was not here. (attached) 
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Next Dr. Beverly Scott gave her report. She gave some highlights from the 

Rail and Transit side. She also gave updates on Employees, Innovation, Safety 

and reforms. (report attached) 

Director Loux wanted to make a comment regarding the Green Line 

accident is a reminder of the limitations of the Green Line Signal System. There 

have been more than a few accidents on the Green Line over the years. One of 

the incidents involved a tragedy and loss of life of life of a Green Line operator. 

Each time we are briefed on the incidents, staff informs us of the limitations of the 

Green Line signal system. Basically, the operators proceed on a clear line of 

sight and clear signal. The Green line is operating like the street car systems of 

old. Unlike the other subway lines, neither the green line signals nor the vehicles 

have a positive train control system which ensures a safe braking distance 

between trains. In the past it's been suggested to the Board several times that 

the Green line is too congested or the track geometry is too complex to allow for 

the efficient installation of a signal technology that will prevent accidents. In order 

to do so would require many less trains running in the subway. While I 

understand that the system relies on the operator's attention to duty, there must 

be technological advances that can make the Green Line a safer operation 

without compromising service levels. In fact automobile manufactures' are 

including safety technologies as standard features in new automobiles such as 

blind spot detection, side assist and collision warning systems to alert drivers of 

possible hazards. And there are many more safety enhancements that were 
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unthought-of of 10 years ago but are commonplace today. It seems to me that 

we can and should be doing more. Simply accepting the status quo on the Green 

Line ignores technological advances in the transportation industry. While you 

might convince me that it may be too complicated to install a totally automated 

signal system, I do believe that new technologies are able to transform MBTA 

operations and make the Green Line safer. The Board was informed a few years 

ago that different technologies would be evaluated. Director Loux asked what 

happened and what studies have ever been completed. 

 

Chairman Jenkins allowed the last two speakers Roxanna Rivera and 

George Rivera from SEIU. Ms. Rivera commented on the cleaning contract and 

the issues they have with the changes to the Cleaning Contract procurement.  

 

Chairman Jenkins closed public comment period. 

 

The next item on the agenda presented by Mike O’Dowd was the 

presentation on the Whittier Bridge. The scope of the contract for the bridge is for 

the design and construction of the existing bridge. This bridge spans the 

Merrimack River and connects the City of Newburyport to the south and the City 

of Amesbury to the north. The new bridge will provide a minimum 150 foot wide 

navigable opening width with a 61-foot or greater vertical clearance to the mean 

high water elevation in the federal navigation channel. Pedestrian overlooks, 
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architectural railings will be provided for the new bridge. The roadway alignment, 

profile, cross section and the pier shape and architectural details shown on the 

preliminary plans were developed through the extensive community outreach 

performed for the Project and are not subject to change. Secretary Davey asked 

how much we are spending today to maintain this bridge. Mr. O’Dowd stated that 

the price tag is in six figures to maintain and clean this bridge.  

 

Next Celia Blue gave a presentation on MassDOT’s draft Strategic Plan. 

Ms. Blue stated that the Office of Performance Management and Innovation 

(OPMI) has been tasked with developing and reporting performance metrics that 

will enable MassDOT to better manage each operating division and shared 

services unit more efficiently, improve the customer experience and allow us to 

take early action in areas where we need to improve the customer experience 

and allow us to take early action in areas where we need to improve. OPMI will 

also work to better align our organization, and ensure that the divisions are 

supporting each other’s goals as well. This alignment and fact-based 

management approach will help us achieve the goals laid out in this plan. 

Colleagues from across MassDOT contributed their ideas and efforts to this 

important document, attending workshops to help shape the document. This 

document will help make MassDOT more accountable. Ms. Blue went through 

the visions, missions and values. She noted the organizational goals of safety, 

customer service, employee engagement, fiscal responsibility and innovation. 
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She went through each of the division goals for the Highway Division, Registry of 

Motor Vehicles, Rail and Transit Division/MBTA and the Aeronautics Division. 

Director Macdonald stated that he was delighted that everyone is working 

together on this; he thinks this is a great project. Director Alvaro asked what the 

key performance indicators are, such as safety and workplace accidents. Ms. 

Blue said they do have a metrics page that has metrics to show what we are 

measuring against. Chairman Jenkins stated that a lot of getting this together will 

end up in the Finance and Audit Committee. Director Macdonald stated that 

putting these goals out there to help us measure ourselves is very important.  

 

Director Macdonald left the meeting.  

 

The next item on the agenda, presented by Tom Donald was the 

authorization to enter into a contract with SPS New England, Inc. for the Littleton 

Bridge Replacement Taylor Street over I-495, I-495 NB & SB over Rt. 2 and 

MBTA in the amount of $26,760,631. 

On motion duly made and seconded, it was; 

VOTED: That the Secretary/CEO and/or Administrator for the 
Highway Division, be and hereby is, authorized to execute, in the name and 
on behalf of the Department, and in a form approved by General Counsel, a 
certain Highway Division Contract No. 75501 entitled, "LITTLETON - Bridge 
Replacement, L-13-021, Taylor Street over 1-495 (NB & SB), L-13-022, 1-495 
(NB & SB) over Route 2 & L-13-023, 1-495 (NB & SB) over Railroad Bridge" 
with SPS NEW ENGLAND, INC., in the amount of $26,760,631.00 based 
upon a schedule of unit prices, said contractor being the lowest 
responsible and eligible bidder in response to requests for sealed 
proposals. 
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Chairman Jenkins announced that we would go into executive session to 

discuss numerous items including security briefing, review of past executive 

session minutes and discussion of potential litigation.  

 

The Board reconvened in open session and withdrew item 10 from the 

agenda. 

  

On motion duly made and seconded, it was unanimously;  

 
 
 
VOTED: to adjourn.  

Documents relied on in meeting: 
Minutes for December 5, 2012 
MassDOT Strategic Plan 
Staff Summary for the Littleton Bridge 
Staff Summary for the Cleaning Contract 


